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What is it that makes Android unique when compared to Apple's iOS and Microsoft's Windows Phone? Looking at the big picture, it has got to be the platform's open source nature. And this isn't simply something that Android checks off an imaginary and inconsequential checklist – it's truly one of its greatest assets. Just ask the tens of millions of
people that hang out at places like xda-developers.com and the like.So strong is that one selling point of Android that it has spawned a legion of third-party developers that make it their hobby (or job) to fork, hack, mod and customize Android. With patience and perseverance and some help from the community, there's little you can't do on Google's
mobile OS, so long as you're willing, of course.And willing many of us are. Whether it's a simple modification or a serious intervention – such as changing the Android software (or ROM) – fans are literally lining up to wait for updates to their favorite custom ROMs. Why? Because those folks don't much care for Google- or manufacturer-imposed
limitations to what they can or should do with their devices, especially since they actually have a say. More importantly, however, many would argue that due to that tremendous activity by third-party devs and the community surrounding their "goods", Android is consistently becoming better and better.The truth, however, is that Google is quite
conservative with adding new features to the core AOSP (Android Open Source Project), and we can't fault them – we wouldn't want the OS to become bloated beyond recognition. That said, occasionally, specific goodies jump in our face and we can't help but feel like this or that extra would make a great and logical addition to stock Android. So we
decided to compile a list of features that we feel would not go against the spirit of stock Android. Find the list below.Thumb and header images courtesy of www.drils.com A thermometer is a medicine cabinet essential that you should always have on hand—especially during the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. The handy tool monitors your body
temperature to see if it's within normal range. This information can be helpful for tracking changes in your body, like whether you're fighting an illness or infection, and can even signify ovulation in women. These are the nine best thermometers of 2022, according to customer reviews. For this reason, your top priority when purchasing a thermometer
should be finding one that's accurate and provides consistent readings. It should also be fast-acting—especially for kids and toddlers—and easy to clean if inserted into the mouth or rectum. Select designs also color code readings to indicate a fever (which is a temperature higher than 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit in adults, according to the National
Health Institute) or use advanced infrared technology to get a no-contact reading. Additionally, it's important to purchase a thermometer based on your desired purpose. If you plan to use the thermometer on a newborn, it's better to choose options that consistently monitor the infant or can be inserted into the rectum. Anyone planning to use a
thermometer for fertility planning needs one that offers the most precise readings. Luckily, there are plenty of top-rated thermometers available for every situation. Read on to discover the nine best thermometers—including designs for babies, kids, and ovulation tracking—that you can buy on Amazon right now. Amazon This best-selling thermometer
uses three infrared sensors to read 100 different data points on your forehead without direct contact. A special algorithm then combines the data to give an accurate temperature reading in seconds—and it even takes into account environmental factors. Already a favorite of almost 88,000 Amazon shoppers, its design is easy to use thanks to a
streamlined one-button functionality and a bright LED screen with extra-large text. Available at amazon.com, $20 Amazon Get clinical accuracy from the comfort of your home with this no-contact thermometer that's already impressed more than 6,400 people. It uses laser sensor readings, field distance, and temperature compensation to read either
body or object temperature in just one second. Reviewers say you "can't go wrong" with its easy-to-use design, which also has a mute button for silent readings on sleeping offspring. You can also access up to 35 previous readings—just don't forget to stock up on AAA batteries. Available at amazon.com, $14 Amazon You've probably seen a Braun
thermometer in your doctor's office before—and there's a reason why. The popular brand creates products that are not only accurate but designed with users in mind. For example, this ear-based thermometer comes with a pre-warmed tip to make temperature readers more comfortable and accurate (because it won't make the eardrum cooler upon
contact). Plus, it has a special sensor system that beeps once the thermometer is in the correct position to ensure you're using it correctly. Needless to say, more than 8,000 people are impressed including a pediatric nurse who calls it their go-to baby shower gift. Available at amazon.com, $36 (was $50) Amazon Almost 14,500 shoppers gave this
waterproof thermometer a perfect rating, and it's already earned the top spot on Amazon's list of best-selling oral thermometers. Its simple design includes a flexible tip that can be used under the armpit or tongue to give a precise reading for babies, kids, and adults. The most affordable pick on the list, it has an automatic shutoff feature and works in
just 10 seconds. Available at amazon.com, $7 (was $8) Amazon The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends using a rectal thermometer on infants younger than a year for the most accurate reading. This popular pick with more than 1,400 perfect ratings has a flexible tip that gently slides into the bum. Unlike other designs, its tip is shortened to
prevent parents from accidentally inserting too far. Each reading takes just 10 seconds and displays on a brightened LCD screen perfect for dark rooms, like the baby's nursery. Available at amazon.com, $15 Amazon Monitor your baby's temperature in real-time with this advanced wireless smart thermometer. It comfortably adheres to the skin with a
gentle silicone patch that fits under your infant's armpit. Once applied, it relays the reading to the "smart base" and tracks for drastic spikes or decreases in temperature. Abnormal readings trigger an "alert" with an alarm and a flashing LED screen, so you know when it's time to call the doctor. While new parents raved about their "peace of mind,"
other reviewers, without kids, also couldn't get enough of the innovative and easy-to-clean design. Available at amazon.com, $60 (was $80) Amazon Squirming kids are no match for this digital thermometer, which uses infrared technology to measure body temperature from the forehead or ears (for a more exact reading) in just one second. A quick
beep plays when the temperature is displayed and flashes either green or red to indicate a fever. Already a popular pick with more than 3,900 perfect reviews, the battery-operated thermometer can even store the last 20 readings and comes with a handy carrying bag. Available at amazon.com, $24 Amazon Illness isn't the only reason to keep a
thermometer on hand—your temperature can be used to track your ovulation for family planning. This high-precision pick connects to your phone via Bluetooth to keep track of your daily temperatures to narrow down when your most fertile window is. An alarm reminds you to take your temperature at the same time every day—a key part of compiling
the data—then automatically syncs the info to the app. The app then uses that data to predict your daily conception rate. As a result, reviewers say it's not only a useful choice for planning a pregnancy, but avoiding one, too. Available at amazon.com, $40 Amazon Everything in your home is getting a smart upgrade, so why not your thermometer, too?
This high-end pick has 16 different infrared sensors that take over 40,000 measurements from the temporal artery to provide the most accurate readings on the market. Plus, it doesn't require direct contact with the skin. After displaying your temperature reading on the LED screen, it sends the info to the Bluetooth-connected app, which can be used
to track the temperature readings of up to 8 different people along with their symptoms and medications. The app even provides helpful health advice from Boston's Children's hospital. It's no wonder so many reviewers are calling it "worth the investment" and the "best thermometer ever." Available at amazon.com, $99 The information in this story is
accurate as of press time. However, as the situation surrounding COVID-19 continues to evolve, it's possible that some data have changed since publication. While Health is trying to keep our stories as up-to-date as possible, we also encourage readers to stay informed on news and recommendations for their own communities by using the CDC, WHO,
and their local public health department as resources. Sign up for our Health Shopping newsletter to get your daily dose of retail therapy with great deals handpicked by our editors — straight to your inbox. Thanks for your feedback! No new notifications You’ll get updated when important things are happening, and when you engage with our
community. Android is open source, so developers can take its code, add features, and build their own operating system images for Android phones and tablets. Many Android geeks install such custom ROMs — but why? “ROM” stands for “read-only memory.” A custom ROM replaces your device’s Android operating system — normally stored in readonly memory — with a new version of the Android operating system. Custom ROMs are different from acquiring root access. Get The Latest Version of Android This is by far the most popular reason to install a custom ROM. Many manufacturers never update their older Android phones and tablets or updates may take months to reach phones thanks
to carrier and manufacturer delays. If you have an older device that isn’t receiving updates anymore and you want to run the latest version of Android, a custom ROM is just the ticket. CyanogenMod is the most popular ROM for this purpose — it has its own tweaks, but the base system is similar to the stock version of Android created by Google.
Thanks to CyanogenMod and other custom ROMs, many older devices that will never be officially updated can run the latest version of Android. If your device is still receiving timely updates — especially if it’s a Nexus device that Google is updating regularly — custom ROMs won’t be anywhere near as compelling. RELATED: Why Your Android Phone
Isn't Getting Operating System Updates and What You Can Do About It Replace Manufacturer Skin With a Stock Version of Android RELATED: Why Android Geeks Buy Nexus Devices Manufacturers like Samsung and HTC “skin” their versions of Android, replacing the clean look Google created with their own look that’s often more cluttered and less
cohesive. Many people don’t like this but still want to use a flagship phone like the Samsung Galaxy S4 or HTC One. You can’t just switch from the manufacturer’s skin to the stock Android look — sure, you can replace the launcher without installing a custom ROM and even without rooting, but there’s no erasing all the questionable customizations
the manufacturer has made to the operating system. To get the stock Android look and replace all the manufacturer’s customizations with the clean Android system, you’ll need to install a custom ROM. If you don’t mind your device’s skin or you’re using a Nexus device that already comes with a stock Android system, there’s no reason to do this.
Eliminate Bloatware RELATED: How Carriers and Manufacturers Make Your Android Phone's Software Worse When you purchase a phone from a carrier, it often comes packed with bloatware. NASCAR apps, TV apps, a Contacts app that stores your contacts on your carrier’s servers instead of on your phone — these apps can clutter your system and
waste disk space. Manufacturers even add their own software before the carrier gets to it, so you have two companies each adding their own bloatware to your phone before it gets to you. If you want to actually erase these apps from your disk, the best way to do so is to install a custom ROM. You can disable the apps without rooting, but this won’t
free up the disk space they consume. Add Additional Features and System Tweaks Custom ROMs offer features not found in stock Android and many tweaking options you can’t get elsewhere. For example, a custom ROM may allow you to: Install skins to customize how your entire Android operating system looks. Customize the quick settings menu
Android includes to add your own most-used settings shortcuts. Run apps in tablet mode on a phone, using a more full-featured tablet interface for certain apps. Easily overclock your device to make it run faster or underclock it to make it run slower while squeezing out more battery life. Disable the volume warning that Android constantly shows
when you increase the system volume while headphones are plugged in. Hide the bottom navigation bar (on-screen buttons) to get more screen real estate. Easily enable root access by toggling a system setting. Custom ROMs offer many other features — this is only a snapshot of what you can do with such low-level access. RELATED: Forget Flashing
ROMs: Use the Xposed Framework to Tweak Your Android Some of these tweaks may be possible on a typical Android device with a solution like the Xposed Framework, which allows custom ROM-like tweaks with only root access. However, custom ROMs are further along in development and include these features in a single package. Configure App
Permissions Custom ROMs often include a way to manage Android app permissions, so you can prevent Facebook from tracking your GPS location and play Android games without giving them your phone number and other identity information. This feature showed up in Android 4.3 as a hidden settings panel, so we can only hope that it will appear in
an official version of Android soon. Reasons Not to Install A Custom Android ROM Custom ROMs aren’t perfect and they can have downsides — depending on the ROM, your device, and how well the ROM supports it. You may run into: Battery Life Problems: The custom ROM may not be as optimized for your device and may drain battery faster than
the device’s official ROM. Hardware Issues: Custom ROMs may not properly support every bit of hardware in your phone, so you may run into bugs, non-functioning hardware, or just other issues. For example, the device’s camera may not take pictures quite as well as it did on its official ROM. Bugs: The custom ROM hasn’t been tested by your
manufacturer and carrier, so you may run into other bugs specific to your device and ROM. You could also experience system instability, with apps force-closing and the phone randomly restarting itself. Custom ROMs are also more work than just purchasing a device and having it be officially supported and updated by the company you purchased it
from. That’s why many Android geeks buy Nexus devices, which receive timely updates directly from Google. CyanogenMod is trying to change this by offering an easier installation process via a CyanogenMod app in Google Play. RELATED: How to Flash a New ROM to Your Android Phone If you’re looking for a custom ROM and don’t know where to
start, check CyanogenMod’s website and see if it supports your device. You can also check the XDA Developers forum for your Android device and find custom ROMs developed specially for your device, which can be helpful if you have a less common device. Be sure to find a ROM that appears to be stable and well-supported if you go this route.
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